Editorial

Primary Hyperoxaluria: A Need for New
Perspectives in an Era of New Therapies
Michael J.G. Somers

P

rimary hyperoxaluria (PH) is a rare metabolic anomaly
inherited in an autosomal recessive fashion that manifests devastating clinical consequences. Its most common
form, PH type 1 (PH1), stems from variants in the AGXT
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gene that lead to reduced enzymatic activity of alanine
glyoxylate aminotransferase (AGT) in the hepatocyte
peroxisome.1 Consequently, large amounts of oxalate are
generated, which often causes recurrent episodes of
nephrolithiasis. Eventually, hyperoxaluria causes more
profound kidney injury that progresses to kidney failure
and deposition of oxalate systemically, most notably in the
skeleton, heart, skin, and retina.
Over the last decade, there has been increasing focus on
the use of small interfering ribonucleic acid (siRNA) to
prevent the expression of specific genes in PH1 and
thereby prevent the pathologic accumulation of oxalate.2
In this issue of AJKD, Michael et al3 report the results of a
trial of lumasiran, the first commercially available siRNA
therapy for PH1, in a cohort of 21 adults and children with
advanced chronic kidney disease (CKD) from PH1. All trial
participants had plasma oxalate levels ≥20 μmol/L and an
estimated glomerular filtration rate (GFR) ≤45 mL/min/
1.73 m2 if at least 12 months of age or elevated serum
creatinine levels if younger. Of the 21 participants, 15
were on dialysis at study enrollment, and their results were
analyzed separately from the other 6 with advancing CKD.
All received lumasiran monthly for 3 initial doses and then
monthly or quarterly following weight-based dosing. After
6 months, plasma oxalate levels fell by 33.3% in the group
not receiving dialysis and 42.4% in the dialysis group.
Therapy did not convey higher risk of significant siRNArelated adverse sequelae, although the study was small.
This report is the first evidence of the efficacy of lumasiran in
treating PH1 patients with limited kidney function or already
on dialysis and joins earlier data demonstrating its efficacy in
children and adults with preserved kidney function. The
advent of such promising new agents to treat hyperoxaluria
calls for reconsideration of contemporary standard clinical
management approaches for PH1 patients across the spectrum of kidney function while also underscoring a new
urgency to the timely diagnosis of this condition.
Historically, mainstays of treatment in PH1 have
included hyperhydration and use of citrate, phosphate, or
magnesium to help prevent crystallization of oxalate in the
urine and subsequent kidney injury.4 In select PH1 patients
with specific variants that preserve AGT production but
mistarget its delivery within the hepatocyte, pyridoxine
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has been found to ameliorate pathologic oxalate production. Unfortunately, approximately 70% of PH1 patients
are not responsive to pyridoxine and have ongoing
hyperoxaluria with a tendency for recurrent nephrolithiasis and eventual kidney failure despite this supportive care.5 In some cohorts, a PH1 diagnosis has not
even been made until kidney failure was diagnosed in
more than 40% of patients.6
Systemic deposition of oxalate accelerates with loss of
glomerular filtration owing to decreased urinary oxalate
excretion. For this reason, when the diagnosis is recognized, dialysis initiation has been recommended as plasma
oxalate levels exceed 30 μmol/L, a level that often occurs
when a patient’s residual GFR may not yet have declined to
levels that normally require dialysis.7 Moreover, PH1 patients may also require more intensive dialysis doses and
restriction to hemodialysis as a modality to achieve the best
oxalate clearance. Even with these burdensome regimens,
PH1 patients who remain long-term on dialysis face significant oxalate-mediated toxicities.
In pyridoxine-sensitive patients with kidney failure,
kidney transplantation can be considered with low risk of
recurrence of oxalate-related nephropathy, since oxalate
production is successfully blunted with ongoing pyridoxine treatment. In most PH1 patients, however, liver-kidney
transplant is needed to provide hepatocytes with sufficient
AGT activity for normal oxalate metabolism and prevent
recurrent oxalate-mediated kidney failure in the allograft.8
With siRNA therapy in PH1, the ability to reverse
extreme hyperoxaluria and protect against ongoing
oxalate-mediated kidney injury is now achievable. If
diagnosed and treated early in the disease course, this may
potentially prevent loss of GFR and progression to kidney
failure. In patients with pre-existing advanced CKD at
initiation of siRNA therapy, progression to kidney failure
may nonetheless occur, but the tempo of residual GFR
decline may be altered by reducing ongoing oxalatemediated injury. It may also be possible to now consider
less intensive hemodialysis regimens or kidney transplant
alone under ongoing siRNA therapy rather than the need
for dual liver-kidney transplantation.9
These new management options require a new appreciation of the urgency of PH1 diagnosis among clinicians.
In the former management era treatment was largely
supportive until kidney failure and there were few effective
approaches to stave off the most serious disease sequelae.
In this setting, the ramifications of delayed diagnosis were
less serious. Now, with effective therapy that can reduce
plasma oxalate levels and ostensibly prevent relentless
kidney injury, prompt diagnosis is critical.
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Despite this increased need for prompt diagnosis, PH1
remains problematic for many clinicians to recognize. The
disease spectrum is broad, with all age groups potentially
affected and both indolent and acute presentations. Clinical
clues to diagnosis are frequently underappreciated or
ignored because the disease is rare, and most clinicians
have limited appreciation of its manifestations. It becomes
critical, as a result, for there to be better clinician education
as to sentinel signs or symptoms of PH1, such as nephrolithiasis or nephrocalcinosis in childhood, nephrocalcinosis or recurrent calcium oxalate kidney stones as an
adult, loss of GFR in the setting of nephrolithiasis or
nephrocalcinosis, or the onset of kidney failure without a
clear etiology.10 Patients with these findings need to have
targeted laboratories to diagnose and monitor PH1, since
available siRNA therapy may now prevent significant patient morbidity and mortality.
Contemporary gold-standard confirmation of a suspected PH1 diagnosis is genetic testing to look for mutations in AGXT.11 Urinary and plasma oxalate studies may
confirm elevated levels of oxalate, yielding results that are
typically available more quickly than genetic analysis, but
genetic testing allows for specific delineation of a variant
and an understanding of its pathogenicity.12 In patients
with pyridoxine-sensitive variants, these diagnostic tests
allow clinical confidence in treatment with long-term
pyridoxine provision, a therapy that is known to be safe
and cost-effective. In others, siRNA therapy can now be
considered, and the significant medical complications of
unrelenting hyperoxaluria now rendered less problematic.
Given the importance of this confirmatory testing, it also
becomes more pressing for clinicians to readily identify
available and reliable laboratory resources for PH testing and
to gain confidence in interpreting these laboratory tests or
access expert consultation. Again, ongoing clinician education and the ready availability of testing information in
searchable electronic formats will facilitate its dissemination
to key resources and ultimately also help with more timely
diagnosis. For key stakeholders such as PH advocacy groups,
emphasizing educational opportunities and resources,
especially for community-based nephrologists and urologists who may most likely first encounter undiagnosed patients, takes on added importance as a mission.
With the availability of new therapeutics for PH1 also
comes new questions of health care access and equity. In
most health care systems, patient access to many medications is restricted, and barriers to drug use in the form of
approved formularies, prior authorization requirements,
or co-payments complicate their provision. In the context
of a drug that is rarely prescribed and costly, these
administrative hurdles can significantly delay drug initiation and ongoing use. In the setting of a drug that is
needed for a lifetime to prevent irreversible kidney failure
and kidney-liver transplantation, long-term drug access
becomes even more vital. Patients, clinicians, drug manufacturers, and health care administrators all need to be
attuned to this issue.
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Hand in hand with access difficulties are equity concerns. Medications that are difficult to access even for those
with resources may become impossible to access in those
facing significant health care disparities. Social and economic inequities underlie many adverse health outcomes
in chronic disease and have complicated PH1 care even
prior to new therapies such as siRNA. Addressing these
disparities effectively takes great effort and many resources, but as therapies with the potential to change
disease outcomes in profound ways are developed, health
equity concerns related to these therapies also need to be
carefully considered by all stakeholders.
As PH1 patients across the spectrum of chronic kidney
disease are treated with siRNA, it will also be paramount to
study its use and learn from its provision outside of the
setting of a controlled clinical trial. Optimization of clinical
management in a rare disease such as PH1 requires broad
collaboration among clinicians, ready sharing of pertinent
data, and a focus on key patient outcomes. Accordingly, the
development of new therapies underscores the need for
existing PH1 patient registries to develop close working relationships to study the clinical impact of changes in PH1
management so that therapeutic advances come to be applied
in the most efficacious, beneficial, and equitable fashion.
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